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Noninvasive imaging at the molecular level is an emerging field

in biomedical research. This paper introduces a new technology

synergizing two leading imaging methodologies: positron

emission tomography (PET) and magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI). Although the value of PET lies in its high-sensitivity

tracking of biomarkers in vivo, it lacks resolving morphology.

MRI has lower sensitivity, but produces high soft-tissue contrast

and provides spectroscopic information and functional MRI

(fMRI). We have developed a three-dimensional animal PET

scanner that is built into a 7-T MRI. Our evaluations show that

both modalities preserve their functionality, even when operated

isochronously. With this combined imaging system, we

simultaneously acquired functional and morphological PET-MRI

data from living mice. PET-MRI provides a powerful tool for

studying biology and pathology in preclinical research and has

great potential for clinical applications. Combining fMRI and

spectroscopy with PET paves the way for a new perspective in

molecular imaging.

Technologies for functional or anatomic in vivo imaging of small
laboratory animals can assess functional processes such as perfusion,
metabolism, and gene and receptor expression, or reveal high-
resolution morphology1. Several dedicated small-animal imaging
technologies are commercially available, including X-ray computed
tomography (CT), MRI, optical imaging, ultrasound, single photon
emission computed tomography and PET. These systems provide a
wealth of information that is highly complementary and rarely
redundant. The unrivaled advantage of PET stems from the ability
to track radiolabeled biomarkers with a detection sensitivity reaching
below the picomolar range for functional imaging, whereas MRI and
CT provide high-resolution anatomic information. MRI also permits a
large variety of tissue contrasts, diffusion imaging, magnetic resonance

spectroscopy (MRS) and functional MRI (fMRI)2. Thus, to combine
two or more imaging modalities providing complementary informa-
tion, such as morphology and function, is a worthwhile goal.
Although the combination of PET and CT has already been realized3

in clinical and preclinical scanners, PET-CT has many limitations. Its
major drawback is that the imaging is performed sequentially rather
than simultaneously. In preclinical studies, this adds considerable time
under anesthesia for the subjects and eliminates any temporal correla-
tion between the two modalities, such as CT perfusion measurements
and PET tracer kinetics. Furthermore, CT has limited soft-tissue
contrast, and the necessary dose of radiation can be high enough to
perturb the animal model under study. Hence, a preferred choice
would be to combine PET and MRI, not only because of the absence of
ionizing radiation in MRI but also for its excellent soft-tissue contrast,
its flexible scan protocols and its capability to perform fMRI and
MRS. The simultaneous acquisition of different functional parameters
using PET, fMRI or MRS, in addition to high-resolution anatomic
MRI information, creates enormous possibilities and provides com-
pletely new opportunities to study pathology and biochemical pro-
cesses in vivo. By contrast, two stand-alone systems, allowing only
sequential data acquisition and subsequent image fusion, cannot
provide such powerful information. In addition, post-acquisition
image fusion by software, especially in high-resolution abdominal or
thoracic animal studies, is extremely difficult and inaccurate. This is
mainly because of the variation of breathing depth during a protracted
anesthesia time and because of visceral movement. Likewise, sequen-
tial imaging of functional parameters as in fMRI and PET would
necessitate reproducibility of functional processes to allow a temporal
correlation to be made after acquisition.

Combining PET and MRI is challenging, as conventional PET
detectors incorporate photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), which are extre-
mely sensitive to magnetic fields. Thus, alternate PET-MRI approaches
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use optical fibers to lead scintillation light outside the fringe of the
magnetic field or at least outside the MRI field of view (FOV)4–11. This
ensures not only that the PMTs can be placed outside the high
magnetic field, but also that no metallic or magnetic PET detector
parts are in the MRI FOV, to minimize the potential interference with
the magnetic field, gradients or MRI radiofrequencies. Use of optical
fibers, however, can degrade the overall PET performance, and it
results in PET systems with limited axial FOV due to the physical space
occupied by the fibers11. Other approaches to combine PET and MRI
rely on special magnet designs, such as in split MRI tomographs,
where the PET detector is built in between two magnets12, or field-
cycled MRI, where the magnet is shut down during PET data
acquisition13. These setups are usually limited in their magnetic field
strength—which also limits MRI performance, especially in high-
resolution studies, as MRI signal increases with magnetic field
strength. Alternative designs of small-animal PET-MRI11,14,15 and
also a first clinical PET-MRI16 system have been based on compact,
solid-state silicon photo sensors—so-called avalanche photodiodes
(APDs)—that are not sensitive to magnetic fields17.

We have developed a PET detector based on lutetium oxyortho-
silicate (LSO) scintillation crystals and APDs14,17. This detector tech-
nology could provide a cornerstone of an extendable architecture for
creating MRI-compatible PET systems. We observed little compromise
in the PET performance for the given transaxial and axial dimensions
of the PET detector when it was inserted into a conventional 7-T MRI
system. Here, we present a performance evaluation of the integrated
PET-MRI system (Fig. 1) and the results of simultaneously acquired
PET-MRI data from in vivo studies in two different mouse models. In
addition, we demonstrate, using phantom studies, the feasibility of
carrying out MRS and fMRI in the presence of the PET insert.

RESULTS

Evaluation of the PET-MRI system

We first investigated the intrinsic performance of the PET-MRI
combination and the influence of each system upon the other.
Compared to measurements outside the MRI system, the analysis of
PET detector flood histograms showed no qualitative degradation in

performance when the detectors were inside the 7-T magnet and were
tested during an MRI acquisition; all 144 scintillation crystals of
any detector block of the PET scanner were clearly identifiable in
the flood histograms (Supplementary Fig. 1 online). Quantitatively,
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) energy resolution was
25.8% at 511 keV, averaged over all scintillation crystals and all PET
detector blocks when measured outside the MRI system (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 2 online). The energy resolution showed a maximum change
to 25.1% when measured inside the MRI and during simultaneous
PET-MRI acquisitions. The average coincidence time resolution of the
PET system showed a change from 8.0 ns when measured outside the
MRI scanner to 8.2 ns when measured inside the MRI scanner
(Supplementary Fig. 3 online). Investigation of the PET scanner’s
single and prompt detection count rate when it was operated inside
the MRI and during simultaneous PET-MRI acquisitions, in compar-
ison to measurements outside the MRI, showed average variations of
o2% (Supplementary Fig. 4 online). These minor effects on energy
and time resolution, as well as on count rate statistics, are caused by
small differences in the temperature of the PET detector, on the order
of 1 K, when it is used inside or outside the MRI. The PET insert had a
sensitivity of 0.23% and a spatial resolution of 1.9 mm FWHM in the
reconstructed PET images at the center of the FOV, regardless of
whether these parameters were measured outside or inside the MRI
system (Supplementary Fig. 5 online). Images of a rod phantom filled
with [18F]fluoride acquired with the PET insert inside and outside the
MRI scanner showed no obvious variation in image quality and only
minor changes in the histograms reflecting the counts detected from
the activity-filled phantom rods (Supplementary Figs. 6 and 7 online).
These differences are caused by repositioning and refilling of the
phantom for comparative measurements inside and outside the MRI.

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and homogeneity of magnetic
resonance images acquired using turbo spin echo (TSE) and gradi-
ent-echo (GE) sequences showed small degradations when the PET
insert was inside the MRI compared to the measurements without the
PET insert. Specifically, the SNR was, on average, significantly lower,
by 6% (P o 0.001), and the homogeneity showed, on average,
statistical significant relative degradations of o1% (P o 0.003)
when the PET insert was installed and powered up inside the MRI
(Supplementary Fig. 8 online). We evaluated spatial correlations and
nonlinearities, as well as the spatial resolution of magnetic resonance
images, using TSE, GE and echoplanar imaging (EPI) sequences as well
as a rod phantom, a coarse-structure phantom and a limequat fruit.
Qualitatively, the measurements did not show any major impairment
of the magnetic resonance image quality caused by the PET insert
(Supplementary Figs. 9–11 online). The quantitative analysis of the
coarse-structure phantom showed spatial variations within the phan-
tom structures of less than 0.1 mm for TSE and GE sequences and less
than 0.3 mm for EPI between measurements performed with and
without the PET insert. These minor geometrical variations and spatial
nonlinearities in the subvoxel range are caused by different shimming
and repositioning of the phantom. The overall registration variance of
combined PET–magnetic resonance images acquired with the physi-
cally aligned PET and MRI systems was better than 150 mm in any
dimension. A detailed performance evaluation of the combined PET-
MRI system can be found in the Supplementary Notes online.

PET-MRI tumor imaging

Here we present in vivo studies using the integrated PET-MRI system
(Fig. 1). We performed studies on a living BALB/c mouse bearing a
CT26 colon carcinoma of 1.1 cm3. The size of the tumor was relevant
to a therapeutic drug evaluation study. In addition, tumors of this size

PET insert
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Amplifier and electronicsLSO crystal block
and APD array
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c

Figure 1 Integration of the multislice PET scanner into a 7-T MRI apparatus.

(a) Drawing of PET-MRI combination showing the PET insert placed inside

the MRI scanner, matching the centers of both fields of view. (b) Photograph

of the MRI-compatible PET insert consisting of ten radially arranged detector

modules. (c) Single PET detector module showing the LSO scintillator block,

APD array and preamplifier built into a MRI-compatible copper shielding.
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are more likely to show some morphological variations, such as viable
tumor tissue and necrosis, providing an ideal case for complementary
multimodality imaging. For this study, we used 3¢-[18F]fluoro-
3¢-deoxythymidine ([18F]FLT) (Supplementary Notes), a PET
marker providing a quantitative assessment of cell proliferation18.
We injected the [18F]FLT tracer intravenously (i.v.) and performed
simultaneous PET-MRI, including contrast-enhanced static and
dynamic MRI, 120 min later. The PET images showed highly
proliferating tumor areas as indicated by enhanced [18F]FLT tracer
uptake (Fig. 2a). From the PET images alone, the morphology of the
areas with low tracer uptake remained unclear. We were able to obtain
this missing information, however, by analyzing the pre- and post-
contrast T1-weighted magnetic resonance images (Fig. 2b,c) as well as
the dynamic MRI data (Fig. 2d). Here, the areas with faster contrast
agent enrichment (curves ‘‘Enhanced CA 1’’ and ‘‘Enhanced CA 2’’ in
Fig. 2d) represent viable tumor regions, whereas areas with slower
enrichment (curve ‘‘Unenhanced CA’’ in Fig. 2d) represent mainly
tumor parts, revealing necrosis and inflammation as later confirmed
by assessment of H&E–stained tissue sections (Fig. 2e). The areas
with necrosis and inflammation correspond well to the regions
with low PET tracer uptake that are clearly visible in the fused images
(Fig. 2f,g). The information from simultaneous acquired PET and
magnetic resonance images is highly complementary.

PET-MRI brain imaging

A second animal imaging project, proving the value of simultaneous
PET-MRI in mice, concentrated on semiquantitative evaluation of

dopamine transporter binding in vivo. We anesthetized a healthy
C57BL/6 mouse and initiated PET data acquisition several seconds
before i.v. injection of the radiolabeled dopamine transporter ligand
[11C]-d-threo-methylphenidate19 via a tail-vein catheter. During PET
acquisition, anatomic magnetic resonance images were acquired.
The PET images (Fig. 3a) clearly show increased tracer uptake
in the striatum, again accurately matching the morphology in the
T2-weighted magnetic resonance images (Fig. 3b,c). The time-activity
curves (TACs, the basis for kinetic modeling used to determine
biochemically relevant parameters such as the binding potential of a
specific receptor or receptor density) (Fig. 3d) of the tracer uptake in
the striatum (S) and cerebellum (Cb) of the mouse were calculated
from regions of interests (ROIs) applied to the PET image based on the
MRI information.

Feasibility of MRS and fMRI in presence of the PET insert

Because of the negligible mutual influence of the two systems, the
potential of PET-MRI goes far beyond the initial objectives of
accurately matched morphologic data toward collecting MRS and
fMRI data complementing the simultaneously acquired PET data. This
enables, for example, the parallel acquisition of spatially matched MRS
information and of tracer accumulation in tumors or brain tissue. In
addition, fMRI would allow the temporal correlation of magnetic
resonance blood oxygenation level–dependent (BOLD) imaging with
the uptake of PET tracers such as receptor ligands19.

As small magnetic field inhomogeneities in the MRI system, caused
by the PET insert, can result in significant magnetic resonance signal
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Figure 2 PET-MRT in vivo tumor study. (a) [18F]FLT PET images of a BALB/c mouse, bearing a CT26 colon carcinoma, show tumor areas with high tracer

uptake corresponding to increased cell proliferation. (b,c) Pre- and post-contrast-enhanced T1-weighted magnetic resonance images, simultaneously acquired

with PET, reveal macroscopic morphology. Further analysis of contrast enhancement over time (c,d) shows that the fast curve slopes and high amplitudes

match areas of increased tumor proliferation in PET images. Areas in which the magnetic resonance contrast agent enrichment rises slowly match areas of

low PET tracer uptake (b–d). (e) Histology confirms tumor areas with high cell proliferation (*) observed with high tracer uptake in PET images.
(f,g) Tumor areas mainly revealing necrosis and inflammation in the histology (arrows in e) were found with low contrast in T1-weighted magnetic resonance

(MR) images and only faint tracer uptake in the PET images.
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distortions, we investigated the feasibility of performing fMRI and
MRS with PET embedded in the MRI system. One of the most reliable
techniques to detect inhomogeneities is the use of phantom studies, as
these limit potential fluctuations caused by physiological noise.

To test the quality of MRS with the combined scanner in compar-
ison to the MRI without the PET insert, we placed a citrate phantom
in the FOV of the combined PET-MRI system and acquired 1H single-
voxel spectra with and without the PET insert. We evaluated the
spectroscopic performance as a function of voxel size ranging from
10 � 10 � 10 mm3 down to 2 � 2 � 2 mm3, as well as different voxel
locations inside the PET-MRI FOV, both with and without the PET
insert installed. The FWHM of the citrate peak at approximately
2.98 p.p.m. was 1.95 Hz with (Fig. 4a) and 1.86 Hz without (Fig. 4b)
the PET insert in place. On average, for different voxel sizes and
locations, we observed a statistically significant increase of the FWHM,
of 0.2 Hz (P o 0.03), when measured as
compared to without the PET insert. We
found no systematic dependencies on specific
voxel sizes or locations (Supplementary
Figs. 12 and 13 online). The small variations

were probably caused by the slightly different shimming situation of
the two configurations.

BOLD effects are usually only a few percent in magnitude20, and
therefore high temporal stability and good spatial homogeneity during
EPI acquisitions are of utmost importance. Imaging in this functional
domain requires stable scanner performance, which should ideally
remain unaltered by a PET insert, thus enabling simultaneous fMRI
and PET experiments.

We further verified the capability to perform BOLD imaging with
the PET installed within the MRI scanner by implementing the
Function Biomedical Informatics Research Network (FBIRN) proce-
dures21. The data were acquired using an EPI MRI sequence while the
powered up PET insert was in place. Results revealed a mean signal
fluctuation of 0.08% according to the FBIRN evaluation. These results
are within the FBIRN recommendation and are similar to the best
results of any of the clinical scanners participating in a multicenter
comparison21. The assessment of the radius of decorrelation (RDC,
Weisskoff radius ¼ 4.03) within the FBRIN protocol showed no
substantial spatial autocorrelation. In combination with the structure
phantom studies described, which focused on spatial resolution and
nonlinearities, this clears the way for simultaneous functional imaging
using PET and fMRI (Supplementary Fig. 14 and Supplementary
Notes online).

DISCUSSION

We have developed a new multislice PET system and integrated it into
a standard 7-T MRI scanner. Compact silicon light sensors (APDs)
provide the potential for an extendable PET scanner architecture
covering, compared to other animal PET-MRI approaches, a relatively
large axial FOV, which is not easily achievable by an optical
fiber–based system integrated into a small-bore high-field MRI
scanner. Compared to commercial stand-alone animal PET systems
(Supplementary Notes), however, space constraints in the MRI
compromise PET scanner performance, particularly by limiting axial
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Figure 3 PET-MRT in vivo brain study. (a) Dynamically acquired PET

images from a C57BL/6 mouse injected with [11C]-d-threo-methylphenidate

show a specific dopamine transporter binding in the striatum (S) and

nonspecific uptake in the Harderian glands (H). (b) Brain morphology is

revealed from the magnetic resonance images simultaneously acquired

using a 3D TSE sequence. (c) The fused images show enhanced tracer

uptake, matching the morphology of the striatum in the magnetic resonance

data. (d) Time-activity curves (TACs), derived from the PET data

simultaneously acquired during MRI, allow further analysis such as kinetic

modeling to determine the dopamine transporter binding potential. The clear

separation of the striatum and cerebellum (Cb) curve indicates more specific

tracer binding in the striatum than in the cerebellum. Both TACs include

unbound tracer. Scale bars, 1 cm.
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and transaxial FOV and crystal depth. The PET operates without
major restrictions inside a 7-T magnet and is nearly invisible to the
MRI system. Our evaluation of the mutual influence of the PET and
the MRI systems showed no noticeable degradation of PET image
quality. The slight variations of PET detector performance, namely
energy resolution, time resolution and count rate statistics, are
related to small temperature drifts on the order of 1 K, as APDs
show a gain drift of about 3.5%/K (ref. 22). Especially for compara-
tive measurements in which the PET detector was used inside and
outside the MRI, it was difficult to maintain exactly the same
temperature for both environments even with an implemented air-
cooling system. PET spatial resolution and signal sensitivity were not
compromised when used inside the MRI. Although PET count rate
statistics and system sensitivity depend on each other, a relative
change of o2% in count rate statistics is too small to influence the
measured overall PET scanner sensitivity. None of the variations seen
in PET detector performance are in a range to affect PET imaging
applications. Most importantly, we saw no further degradation in
PET performance when magnetic resonance images were acquired
simultaneously using different MRI sequences. Because the PET
system has only a 19-mm axial FOV and uses relatively short crystals
(4.5 mm), the revealed PET system sensitivity of only 0.23% is much
less than that of commercial systems23. Nevertheless, even the
obtained dynamic PET images reveal good quality and allow for
semiquantitative PET evaluations.

The average magnetic resonance image SNR and homogeneity
showed small degradations, on the order of 6% and o1%, respec-
tively, when the PET insert was built into the magnet. This degrada-
tion is mainly caused by conductive PET detector materials and is
therefore more predominant at the end of the PET FOV, where the
connectors for the PET signals are arranged on the detector board.
These degradations, however, are not fundamentally relevant for MRI
applications in living subjects, where the SNR can easily change in the
range of this magnitude depending on coil-load variations. MRI
geometrical uniformity and spatial resolution of the investigated
TSE, GE and EPI magnetic resonance sequences have not shown
substantial degradations resulting from the presence of the PET insert.

Here we present in vivo PET and magnetic resonance images that
were simultaneously acquired in living mice using a standard 7-T
animal MRI system and an integrated multislice APD-based PET
scanner. PET-MRI or PET-MRS data published earlier using prototype
PET-MRI systems were static PET scans performed either on phan-
toms4,6,9,11,24, on animals post-mortem11,14, on isolated organs6,10 or
in vivo using a single-slice optical fiber–based PET detector and a
1.5-Tor 4.7-T MRI scanner4,6. Recently published in vivo data obtained
by using two opposing optical fiber–based PET detectors residing in a
3-T clinical MRI provided only sagittal images owing to limited angular
sampling8. The same group presented simultaneous acquired MRS and
PET phantom data with a prototype magnetic resonance–compatible
PET imager9. Our MRI-compatible PET scanner provides three-dimen-
sional (3D) image data with a relatively large axial FOV compared to
most optical fiber–based PET-MRI systems. In addition, the animal
bed allows multistep acquisitions and whole-body imaging (data not
shown). The in vivo data clearly showed the value of combining PET
and MRI, merging temporal functional PET images with high-resolu-
tion morphological MRI information. In particular, the set of images of
a tumor-bearing mouse (Fig. 2) showed complementary information
from PET and MRI: tumor-cell proliferation and tumor necrosis and
inflammation. These findings in PET and magnetic resonance images
were confirmed by ex vivo histology. Such an accurate match of
macroscopic tumor morphology and function, with a spatial fusion

accuracy of better than 150 mm, as we achieved with the PET-MRI can
only be reached by isocentric alignment of the two modalities. The
combined PET-MRI information might make histology redundant for
some applications, especially for longitudinal studies of disease pro-
gression or therapy response performed in the same subject.

The potential of underlying anatomic information to place ROIs
accurately for PET quantification based on brain morphology is
shown in Figure 3. This is particularly valuable for in vivo receptor
binding studies in neurodegenerative diseases involving atrophy of the
striatum. Although the rigid structure of the brain allows an adequate
fusion of PET and magnetic resonance images, the long scan and
anesthesia times required for dynamic PET acquisitions are already
challenging for longitudinal studies, especially in older animals such as
are used to study neurodegenerative diseases. Therefore, simultaneous
PET-MRI is also of value for brain-imaging studies. In addition, the
long PET scan time can be used for simultaneous MRS or fMRI
measurements. Here, the simultaneous PET-MRI acquisition halved
the imaging time compared with sequential scans and minimized any
mismatch of the image alignment caused by potential variations in the
respiration depth during long anesthesia times.

Spectroscopy of a citrate phantom showed on average an increase
in the FWHM of 0.2 Hz for a 2-Hz peak. This is only a small absolute
change. Compared to the line width observed in vivo, where the
FWHM of the water peak is, for example, on the order of 15 Hz25, it
has a negligible impact.

Using phantom studies, we have showed that an integrated multi-
slice PET-MRI system enables EPI imaging for fMRI without any
major degradation. PET data simultaneously acquired with fMRI data
enables the temporal correlation of blood flow with metabolism or
receptor expression. Compared to a typical BOLD signal level change
of approximately 1%, as measured in brain studies20, the EPI signal
fluctuation of 0.08%, measured with the PET insert installed, is
approximately 12 times smaller than the expected activation limit.
As EPI is one of the most demanding MRI sequences, we conclude
that many other MRI protocols could be used with the combined
system. This is supported by tests using different MRI sequences that
show only small degradations of SNR and image homogeneity
(Supplementary Notes online).

Accurate quantitative PET imaging requires a correction for atte-
nuated 511-keV photons. Although this correction has already been
established in PET-CT, by retrieving an attenuation map from the CT
data, it is very challenging to calculate photon attenuation on the basis
of magnetic resonance images that provide proton density informa-
tion. Different approaches are currently under investigation to achieve
a PET attenuation correction based on MRI data26. However, 511-keV
attenuation is not predominant in mouse imaging. Thus, like other
groups that are working on small-animal PET scanners27, we have
forgone implementing an attenuation correction in our current
system. If necessary, a calculated attenuation correction based on
emission data can be applied28. In addition, no scatter correction is
implemented in the current system, which limits the quantification
accuracy. Such an implementation, however, would go well beyond the
scope of the work described here.

In conclusion, our system unites three functional imaging techni-
ques, PET, fMRI and spectroscopy with morphological MRI. The
multislice PET scanner based on APD technology makes optical fibers
redundant and provides the potential of an extendable scanner design
in the axial and radial direction. In sharp contrast to PET-CT,
the successful realization of PET-MRI with adequate imaging perfor-
mance offers far more potential than just tracing biomarkers and
displaying anatomy.
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METHODS
MRI-compatible PET detector. Each PET detector module consists of a

12 � 12 LSO scintillator array (crystal size: 1.6 � 1.6 � 4.5 mm3), a 3 � 3 APD

array (Hamamatsu Photonics) and custom charge-sensitive preamplifier

electronics residing within a thin, copper-shielded housing (Fig. 1c)14. A total

of ten LSO-APD detector modules are arranged in a ring to form a multislice

PET scanner with an axial FOV of 19 mm and a transaxial FOV of about 40 mm

(Fig. 1b). In contrast to the study reported in ref. 14, the signals from the PET

detector modules are read and processed with dedicated PET electronics

(Quicksilver, Siemens Preclinical Solutions). The scanner produces 23 axial

image planes of approximately 0.8 mm thickness each. The housing has been

optimized to reduce interference with the magnetic field, the gradients and the

radiofrequency (RF) receiver-transmitter electronics of the 7-T MRI scanner.

The PET ring is inserted between the gradient and the 35-mm RF coil of the

ClinScan tomograph (Bruker BioSpin MRI) (Fig. 1).

7-T MRI. We used a 7-T ClinScan in vivo animal MRI System (Bruker BioSpin

MRI) with a proton (1H) operating frequency of 300 MHz. The magnet, with a

300-mm clear bore, has been equipped with a gradient and shim system that

has a 200-mm inner diameter and offers a maximum gradient strength of

300 mT/m. The system uses the syngo MRI software (Siemens Medical

Solutions). A 35-mm-inner-diameter quadrature volume coil (Bruker BioSpin

MRI) has been installed within the PET insert and was used for transmission

and reception of the MRI data. We used the same coil for all MRI performed

without the PET insert.

The combined useful FOV of the PET-MRI system is 19 mm in the axial

direction, limited by the PET detector, and 35 mm in the transaxial direction,

limited by the diameter of the RF coil.

Evaluation of PET-MRI system. We evaluated both systems as stand-alone

devices, when the PET insert was integrated in the MRI, and during simulta-

neous PET-MRI data acquisition to assess the level of mutual interference on

image quality and quantification. We monitored the temperature of the PET

detector for all PET measurements, as APD-based detectors show gain changes

resulting from temperature variation22. Because there is an unavoidable

difference between the temperature of the PET detector when installed inside

the MRI scanner and when it is operated outside the MRI scanner, we carried

out test measurements with enforced temperature changes outside the MRI to

ensure that the observed effects on PET detector performance were caused by

temperature drift and not by the magnetic resonance field or applied sequences.

Flood histograms for the ten PET detector blocks were acquired and mean

system energy resolution from all crystals was calculated with the stand-alone

PET and with the PET installed in the MRI scanner. Time resolution and

single, as well as coincidence, detection count rates were compared for PET

acquisitions performed outside the MRI and with the PET apparatus installed

in the magnet while MRI sequences were being applied. Sensitivity and spatial

resolution of the PET system were assessed using standard methods29 (Supple-

mentary Notes). To evaluate image quality, an in-house-made rod source

phantom filled with 7.4 MBq [18F]fluoride and 0.9% NaCl solution was imaged

with the PET scanner outside the MRI, with the MRI system, and with

simultaneous PET-MRI (Supplementary Fig. 15 online). Profiles through

transverse slices of the phantom were used for quantitative comparison. The

geometric uniformity of the magnetic resonance images was assessed using the

rod phantom filled with NaCl and imaged with a TSE sequence. In addition, a

less complex structure phantom enabled subtraction images of co-registered

MRI data acquired with and without the PET installed. These subtraction

images were used to assess spatial correlations and nonlinearities for TSE, GE

and EPI sequences (Supplementary Notes). For MRI spatial resolution

measurements, we imaged the small internal structures within a limequat

using the TSE sequence with the standard MRI scanner and when the PET

system was built into the MRI. The SNR and homogeneity of the MRI

measured with and without the PET insert installed were evaluated using a

50-ml tube (inner diameter 27 mm) filled with an aqueous solution containing

1 g/l CuSO4 and 4.31 g/l NaCl. The phantom was placed inside the 35-mm RF

coil, and SNR as well as homogeneity were calculated according to published

methods24 (Supplementary Notes).

To assess the image registration accuracy of the combined PET-MRI system,

a series of four independent PET-MRI rod phantom acquisitions was used to

calculate the mean image registration variation. Magnetic resonance images

were acquired using 3D TSE MRI sequences (Supplementary Notes).

A summary of all performance measurements is given in the Results

section. Detailed methods, results and analysis are presented in the Supple-

mentary Notes.

PET protocols and image reconstruction. PET image data were collected in

list-mode format, allowing user-defined data re-sorting into individual time

frames (sinograms) for dynamic analysis. Sinogram data were normalized,

decay corrected and reconstructed in a 128 � 128 image matrix using filtered

back-projection with a ramp filter with a cutoff at 0.5 of the Nyquist frequency.

Magnetic resonance imaging protocols. We performed transverse, sagittal and

coronal localizer scans to choose the region of interest for our studies. We used

the automated shimming procedure of the system before starting the mouse

MRI scans to compensate for field inhomogeneities.

For tumor imaging, we used a T1-weighted spin echo sequence acquiring

20 slices with a 35 � 35 mm2 FOV, 256 � 256 matrix and 1 mm slice thickness.

The repetition time (TR) was 500 ms and the echo time (TE) was 10 ms

with two averages, resulting in an acquisition time of 4 min 20 s. For dynamic

T1-weighted MRI of the tumor, a single-slice FLASH sequence was used. The

TR was 18 ms, TE was 3 ms, the flip angle was 201 and one average was used.

With a FOV of 35 � 25 mm2, a matrix size of 128 � 64 and 1-mm slice

thickness, we achieved an in-plane resolution of 0.27 � 0.44 mm2. A total of

150 images were acquired in 2 min and 12 s.

A series of T2-weighted TSE images in sagittal, coronal and transverse

orientation was acquired for the brain-imaging study. The TR was 2,770 ms, TE

was 42 ms and four averages were used. With FOV of 35 � 35 mm2 and a

matrix size of 256 � 256 (interpolated to 512 � 512), we achieved an in-plane

resolution of 0.14 � 0.14 mm2. Collecting 18 slices with a thickness of 1.0 mm

at a turbo factor of 7 resulted in an acquisition time of 13 min and 40 s for each

slice set. Furthermore, we used a T2-weighted 3D TSE sequence, with an FOV

of 57 mm in read direction and 26 mm in phase direction, a matrix of

256 � 116 and 104 slices, a 6/8 partial Fourier and a turbo factor of 209. The

3D TSE sequence had an isotropic resolution of 0.22 mm in all directions. The

TR was 3,500 ms and the TE was 355 ms. Using two averages, the sequence

acquisition time was 9 min 8 s.

For the phantom studies assessing the magnetic resonance performance with

the PET insert installed into the magnet, we used similar protocols, as described

in detail in the Supplementary Notes.

Mouse studies. We performed all mouse studies in accordance with protocols

approved by the Regierungspräsidium Tübingen. The mice were scanned

using the standard animal bed supplied with the 35-mm RF coil (Bruker

BioSpin MRI).

Tumor study. We injected 8-week-old BALB/c mice subcutaneously in the right

dorsal shoulder using 2 � 106 CT26 cells, a mouse colon carcinoma cell line

and imaged the mice when the resulting tumors reached a size of about 1 cm3.

During a short ether anesthesia, 13.9 MBq of [18F]FLT tracer30 was injected

i.v. through the tail vein. After a 120-min conscious uptake period, we

performed a 45-min simultaneous PET-MRI acquisition. During the scan,

each mouse was sedated using isoflurane gas anesthesia (1.5%, 0.8 l/min

oxygen), and its breathing rate was monitored. For administration of the

magnetic resonance contrast agent (Magnevist, 0.5 mmol/ml, Schering), we

placed a 90-cm-long catheter (with a 30-gauge needle) filled with physiological

saline and 2% heparin into the tail vein. We used MRI scout scans to accurately

position the mouse inside the PET FOV. During the PET acquisition, pre-

contrast agent transaxial T2 (images not shown) and transaxial and sagittal

T1-weighted magnetic resonance images were acquired. We injected a bolus of

20 ml of contrast agent diluted to 75 ml with physiological saline 35 s after

starting the dynamic FLASH imaging sequence. Transaxial and coronal

T1-weighted images were acquired 2 min 30 s after contrast agent administra-

tion (total MRI scan time: 33 min 30 s). After the examination, the mouse was

killed and the tumor was excised, fixed in 4% formaldehyde and embedded in

paraffin. H&E staining was performed on 5-mm-thick tissue sections. PET data

were processed as described. Fusion of PET and MRI data, as well as data
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analysis, were performed using ASIPro and Inveon Research Workplace soft-

ware (Siemens Preclinical Solutions).

Brain imaging. We dynamically imaged a 20-week old C57BL/6 mouse with

[11C]-d-threo-methylphenidate19 (Supplementary Notes), a dopamine trans-

porter ligand. We sedated the animal with isoflurane gas anesthesia (1.5%,

0.8 l/min oxygen). For tracer administration, we placed a 90-cm-long catheter

(30-gauge needle), filled with physiological saline and 2% heparin, into the tail

vein. Then, we placed the mouse inside the PET-MRI tomograph and positioned

it with the head in the center of the FOV, using MRI scout scans for alignment.

After correct positioning, we started a 45-min dynamic PET acquisition and

injected a bolus of 32.9 MBq (1.9 nmol methylphenidate in a volume of 100 ml)

tracer. During the PET acquisition, transverse, coronal, sagittal and 3D magnetic

resonance images were acquired (total MRI examination time 51 min 8 s). PET

data were processed dynamically and reconstructed as described above, with an

image zoom of two. Data were then analyzed and fused using ASIPro. Regions of

interest were defined in the striatum and cerebellum of the mouse based on the

morphological information and the TAC was derived.

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Single-voxel proton spectroscopy was per-

formed on the 7-T ClinScan with a 35-mm volume RF coil, using a 50-ml tube

(inner diameter 27 mm) filled with an aqueous solution of 9 g/l NaCl and 20 g/l

citric acid, an abundant molecule in metabolism (Roth) (Fig. 4c). We carried

out comparative studies with and without the PET insert with the same RF coil

positioned in the center of the MRI bore. Using localizer images, we placed an

isotropic volume element of 4 � 4 � 4 mm3 (0.064 ml) inside the phantom at

the center of the FOV. We used the advanced automatic shimming procedure of

the system, followed by a manual shim. To measure the spectrum of the voxel,

we used a double-spin echo spectroscopy sequence with TR ¼ 1,500 ms,

TE ¼ 11 ms, 64 averages, flip angles of 901–1801–1801 and water suppression.

After obtaining the spectra, we carried out standard post-processing—zero-

filling, Hanning filtering (800 ms), and phase and baseline correction—using the

analysis tools of the syngo software. In addition, spectroscopic data with different

voxel sizes, ranging from 2 � 2 � 2 mm3 to 10 � 10 � 10 mm3, and voxel

positions within the PET-MRI FOV, were acquired (Supplementary Notes).

fMRI phantom scans. To test the physical scanner noise stability, which is an

important factor for EPI imaging, we measured a 15-ml plastic cylinder (inner

diameter 15 mm) filled with an aqueous solution containing 1 g/l CuSO4 and

4.31 g/l NaCl inside the combined PET-MRI system. The size of the phantom

was selected based on the transverse diameter of a mouse brain, which is

approximately 10 mm. The phantom was placed inside the 35 mm RF coil. We

used an EPI sequence, acquiring 200 volumes each with five consecutive slices,

and using a total measurement time of 6 min 44 s. During data acquisition, the

PET insert was operated in acquisition mode. Data were analyzed according to

the FBIRN guidelines21 (Supplementary Notes).

Statistical analysis. All quantitative results are presented as mean values. Please

refer to the detailed statistical analysis, providing 95% confidence intervals, in

the Supplementary Notes.

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Medicine website.
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